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Abstract Children’s cognitive abilities improve significantly
over childhood and adolescence. We know from behavioral
research that core cognitive processes such as working memory
and mental attention improve significantly across development.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) allows for investigating the typically developing, living brain in action. In
the last twenty years we have learned a great deal about brain
correlates associated with how adults hold and manipulate information in mind, however, neurocognitive correlates across
development remain inconsistent. We present developmental
fMRI findings on cognitive processes such as working memory
and mental attention and discuss methodological and theoretical issues in the assessment of cognitive limitations in the visual
spatial and verbal domains. We also review data from typical
and atypical development and emphasize the unique contribution parametric measures can make in understanding
neurocognitive correlates of typical and atypical development.
Keywords Parametric measures . Cognitive development .
Working memory . Mental-attentional capacity . Language
impairment . Epilepsy
Mental attention is used when we ride a bike, solve a puzzle,
or figure out the cost of an item on sale. Although most of us
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are fine with doing one thing at a time, it becomes much more
challenging when we try to complete several things at once.
Such cognitive challenges are in part due to limitations in the
amount of information we can effortfully hold and manipulate
in mind, which we refer to as mental-attentional capacity.
Measurement of mental-attentional capacity can be used to
index the type and quantity of items that need to be stored
and manipulated within working memory (Pascual-Leone
and Johnson 1999, Pascual-Leone and Johnson 2011;
Arsalidou et al. 2010). We know that cognitive abilities improve dramatically over the school age years and coincide
with a period of drastic brain development. Neuroimaging
studies with adults have established a set of brain areas that
typically activate to cognitive tasks such as those that require
attention and working memory (e.g., Ruchkin et al. 2003;
Rottschy et al. 2012). The challenge is to measure these improvements appropriately as typically developing children follow distinct stages of development. This is important because
only then can we attempt to quantify similarities and differences in developmental trajectories of children with impairments. This paper will focus on methodological and theoretical issues in assessing capacity of mental attention across development and present measures that can be used concurrently
to assess behavioral and neurofunctional performance. Then,
we will describe clinical disorders – children with language
impairment and children with epilepsy – and highlight the
unique contribution that parametric measures can make in this
field.

Neuroimaging findings on cognitive tasks
Neuroimaging provides an exciting opportunity to see images
of the typically developing, living brain in action. This possibility opened up new ways of investigating ongoing processes
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during problem solving. Core cognitive processes such as attention and working memory have been extensively studied in
adults and we know that a standard set of areas repeatedly
activates to tasks that engage these processes (Owen et al.
2005; Rottschy et al. 2012). Meta-analyses of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data show that adults activate
a set of regions, which include the prefrontal cortex in the
inferior and middle frontal gyri, the anterior cingulate and
parietal cortex in the precuneus, and the inferior parietal lobe
(Owen et al. 2005). This set of areas is referred to as the
working memory network or the fronto-parietal network.
Several fMRI studies provide evidence about how children’s brains activate in response to cognitive tasks, but the
findings are inconsistent. An early study showed that, in response to a cognitive task, children and adults elicited activity
in very similar regions (Thomas et al. 1999). Other studies
showed that children demonstrated more widespread activation compared to adults (Geier et al. 2009) or that children
activated a different set of areas compared to areas activated
by adults (Ciesielski et al. 2006). Yet another study indicated
adults elicited more activity than children in response to solving a cognitive task (O’Hare et al. 2008). Ultimately, a coordinate based meta-analysis (e.g., Laird et al. 2005; Eickhoff
et al. 2009) would be very informative, however, inconsistencies across studies in methodology (e.g., age group and
task selection) and issues of statistical power (e.g., n > 100
foci are recommended for performing an activation likelihood
meta-analysis), do not currently allow for such an investigation. Overall, it is clear that there is a relation between development and neurocognitive responses, however we cannot yet
specify that relation.
Methodological choices are often identified post-hoc as
being the reason for the variable and inconsistent findings in
the developmental neurocognitive literature. Unlike adult
fMRI studies, where individual rather than developmental differences are the focus, studies with children should involve a
multi-group approach that allows comparison across age, performance, and brain response. Many neuroimaging studies
with children, however, choose to average performance over
large age ranges (e.g., 8 to 13 years; Satterthwaite et al. 2012;
Li et al. 2014) when we know from behavioral data that there
are significant improvements in performance within these age
ranges.
Another important factor for ascertaining developmental
variation in neuroimaging findings is task selection. Tasks that
are appropriate for one age group may result in ceiling or floor
effects (or even chance performance) in another age group.
Also, it is important to understand that similar performance
levels do not imply similar brain responses. Interpreting brain
responses in relation to age and performance levels can be
quite complex. Many developmental studies often extrapolate
post-hoc from adult findings to explain developmental variation (Crone and Ridderinkhof 2011); however, this approach

does not explain the underlying developmental mechanisms
that mature as a function of age. These mechanisms can be
activated and manipulated by suitably designed, wellcontrolled tasks. Some have acknowledged that tasks with
parametric manipulations in difficulty can be useful in
explaining variable performance abilities in neuroimaging
studies with children (e.g., Kotsoni et al. 2006). In the following sections we present cognitive tasks with distinct parametric increases in difficulty, which have been designed using
developmental theory and have been used for years in developmental psychology. Moreover, we present new tasks that
can be used with neuroimaging and are validated developmentally. As such, we propose that these tasks can be valuable
tools in developmental cognitive neuroscience.

Typical development: quantifying mental-attentional
capacity using parametric tasks
It is ubiquitous that typically developing children progressively perform more complex cognitive tasks. This is in part attributed to the development of core cognitive processes such
as mental attention (Pascual-Leone 1970). Mental attention
activates task relevant schemes (information bearing units),
for a short period of time in the service of working memory.
Working memory can be thought of as a mental space where
information is held and manipulated. The first quantification
of working memory was provided by Miller (1956), who
claimed that young adults could hold 7 ± 2 units of information. In an influential paper, Pascual-Leone (1970) outlined a
developmental theory that proposed the capacity of mental
attention (or mental-attentional capacity) grows by one unit
every other year from the age of three until the age of 15 when
it reaches seven units, which is also the limit for adults (see
Pascual-Leone 1987, for a more detailed discussion).
Research with measures that were developed to evaluate
mental-attentional capacity has resulted in a substantial body
of evidence that supports the proposed growth of mental attention in various domains, including visual spatial and verbal
(e.g., Agostino et al. 2010; Im-Bolter et al. 2006; PascualLeone and Johnson 2005, 2011). Below we outline data from
tasks in these two domains.
Visual spatial domain The Figural Intersection Task is a
parametric measure of mental-attentional capacity within the
visual spatial domain with well-established replicated results
(e.g., Pascual-Leone and Baillargeon 1994). It is an individually administered paper and pencil, self paced task that contains geometric shapes presented separately on the right side
of each test page and overlapping on the left side. Children are
asked to attend to every discrete shape on the right and then to
locate the area of intersection of these shapes in the compound
figure on the left. The number of relevant shapes ranges from
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2 to 8, which represents the number of schemes that must be
kept simultaneously activated by mental attention. Irrelevant
shapes are also present in some items, which adds to the
mental-demand of the item.
The Figural Intersection Task was designed by Juan
Pascual-Leone in the 1960s (Pascual-Leone 1969). Since then
it has been used to assess mental-attentional capacity in
school-age children and adults in many countries. To provide
a more complete picture of the results based on this task we
compiled data from studies that used the Figural Intersection
Task and reported mental-attentional capacity scores. First, we
searched the literature using standard search engines such as
Web of Science (http://www.isiknowledge.com), PsychInfo
(http://search.proquest.com/psycinfo) and Google Scholar
for key words such as Bfigural intersection task^ and
Bfigural intersection test^. This search, which yielded a total
of 224 manuscripts, was subjected to two successive
exclusion criteria. First, duplicates, citations, and books were
excluded. The resulting 119 articles were incorporated into a
full text review. To preserve data interpretability, we only
considered data from typically developing individuals from

studies that used the Figural Intersection Task and reported a
mental-attentional capacity score. When possible, we requested mental-attentional capacity scores from authors. Twentythree studies were either reviews or research reports that mentioned the task somewhere in the text, 57 were studies that did
not report mental-attentional capacity scores and nine studies
were excluded for other reasons (e.g., mentioned Bfigural^ in
an irrelevant context). In the end, 30 published studies met the
final selection criteria.
Figure 1 shows data from the 30 studies that report mentalattentional capacity scores on the Figural Intersection Task
from a total of 3854 children (as young as 5 years of age)
and 1515 adults (up to the age of 45 years). The majority of
studies investigated performance on the Figural Intersection
Task in North America, however several studies report data
collected in South America, Europe, and Australia. It is particularly fascinating to see the graded improvements in
mental-attentional capacity as a function of age, regardless
of cultural background. This speaks to the cultural-fairness
of this test. In parametric tasks, such as the Figural
Intersection Task, an item should be solved only when a

Fig. 1 Summary of mental-attentional capacity scores from the Figural
Intersection Task. Note: Mental-attentional capacity scores correspond to
the highest level of difficulty consistently passed. When grade was
reported the earliest age in year was selected to plot the graph (e.g.,
grade 2 = 7 to 8 years, the score was plotted at 7). When a larger age
range was reported the average age was plotted (e.g., for 11 to 13 years,

the score was plotted at 12 years). When studies reported the distribution
of mental-attentional capacity scores in their sample (e.g., for a total of 30
participants, five scored 4, 20 scored 5, and five scored 6) a mentalattentional capacity score was calculated by adding the scores
multiplied by the proportion of participants
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child’s mental-attentional capacity is equal to or greater than
the mental-attentional demand of that item. Quantification of
developmental level, using a parametric approach, is particularly meaningful for education as it indicates the cognitive
level at which a child needs to be in order to successfully
accomplish a task. Indeed, there is a clear association between
scores on the Figural Intersection Task and academic performance in areas such as science, chemistry, physics, biology,
genetics, and mathematics (see Onwumere and Reid 2008, for
a review).
Overall, the Figural Intersection Task is a well-established
quantitative measure of mental-attentional capacity across development. Behavioral scores provide important information
about age-bound performance levels in children; however,
they do not allow for the tracking of ongoing processes as
functional neuroimaging does. Although tasks may work well
behaviorally they do not always transfer well to neuroimaging
protocols due to specific limitations posed by the physical
environment of the imaging method (Gaillard et al. 2001;
Kotsoni et al. 2006). For instance, during an fMRI experiment
a button press is typically required to record performance as it
minimizes physical movements that could negatively affect
image quality. A task also needs to adhere to time limitations
in two ways: (a) trials need to be consistent in terms of presentation intervals so that easy trials are presented for the same
amount of time as difficult trials to avoid variable presentation
intervals from becoming a confound, and (b) measures should
be kept short with frequent breaks particularly when testing
younger children to avoid children getting bored and tired.
The Color Matching Task was designed to assess mentalattentional capacity parametrically and be suitable for use with
fMRI (Arsalidou et al. 2010, 2013; Vogan et al. 2014). It is a
computerized, timed paradigm designed to measure mentalattentional capacity where children see, one by one, a series of

Fig. 2 Summary of mentalattentional capacity scores from
visual spatial and verbal tasks.
Note: Theoretical corresponds to
theoretical predictions of mentalattentional capacity given by
Pascual-Leone (1970). Figural
Intersection Task (FIT) Color
Matching Task (CMT) and Letter
Matching Task (LMT) from two
different studies (a; Arsalidou
et al. 2010) and (b; Powell et al.
2014)

items; for each item they must indicate whether relevant colors
of the current item match those of the immediately preceding
one (Arsalidou et al. 2010). Each trial lasts three seconds,
regardless of difficulty. This is similar to the n-back task
(e.g., Owen et al. 2005); however, the number of intervening
items between the current stimulus and the stimulus that is
n back is not varied. Instead, the number of relevant colors
that must be matched is varied from one to six, which together
with constant executive demands indexes the mentalattentional demand of the item. Relevant colors are embedded
in a figure, which provides consistent interference across
levels of difficulty. The Color Matching Task was validated
in a study across development with children (7 to 14 years)
and adults (Arsalidou et al. 2010). Results showed high correlations with the Figural Intersections Task (r = 0.65,
p < 0.001). A subsequent behavioral study replicated these
results with children (7 to 16 years) and adults (Powell et al.
2014) and its applicability with fMRI was validated in children with and without autism (Vogan et al. 2014). Figure 2
shows mental-attentional capacity scores from these two behavioral studies (Arsalidou et al. 2010; Powell et al. 2014)
plotted against original predictions of mental-attentional capacity in children (Pascual-Leone 1970).
fMRI data obtained using the Color Matching Task with
healthy adults echoes the behavioral findings we see across
typical development (Arsalidou et al. 2013). Areas that increase in activity as a function of difficulty are consistent with
previous data from adults (e.g., Owen et al. 2005; Rottschy
et al. 2012), however results with the Color Matching Task
show the linear implication of these areas across six levels of
difficulty (Arsalidou et al. 2013). Six levels of difficulty allow
for examining the pattern of linearity and of note is that despite
significant linear relations with difficulty the pattern of linearity was different between anterior and posterior brain regions.
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Specifically, prefrontal activity is explained by graded increases in demand for mental-attentional capacity, whereas
activity in posterior cortices show bimodal implication with
a sharp increase in activity for items with low demand for
mental-attentional capacity compared to items with high demand for mental-attentional capacity. We emphasize that performance on the Figural Intersections Task (administered
outside the scanner; Arsalidou et al. 2013) was highly correlated with fMRI signal change from prefrontal regions but not
posterior regions elicited by the Color Matching Task
administered in the scanner; these included right middle
frontal gyrus and cingulate gyri bilaterally. This suggests that
the variance associated with mental-attentional capacity can
be explained in part by activity in these frontal regions.
Overall, the Color Matching Task with its parametric
changes in difficulty allows for targeted questions that address
brain-behaviour relations in the visual-spatial domain.
Although, the Figural Intersections Task and the Color
Matching Task may both be considered visual spatial tasks,
theoretically mental-attentional capacity is viewed as a
domain-general resource for cognition (Pascual-Leone 1970,
Pascual-Leone 1987; Pascual-Leone and Johnson 2005,
2011). This is particularly relevant as it has important implications for assessing children with atypical development who
are proposed to have domain specific impairments, such as
language.
Verbal domain Verbal tasks that have been used to assess
working memory capacity, in terms of number of items
recalled with and without conflicting information, include
the forward and backward digit span tasks. In these tasks the
experimenter verbally presents progressively longer series of
digits (e.g., 2 to 9 digits) at a rate of one digit per second (e.g.,
Hester et al. 2004). Participants have to repeat the digits in the
order they listened to them (i.e., forward digit span or counting
span) or in the reverse order (i.e., backward digit span).
Typically, scores correspond to the total number of correct
trials, prior to two consecutive incorrect trials at any one span
size. In children, 6 to 10 years, significant correlations among
the Figural Intersections Task, counting span, and backward
word span were observed (Morra 1994). Despite the wide use
of the forward and backward span tasks in neuropsychological
assessment in children, very little work has been done to examine the brain correlates of these tasks in typically developing children. We have identified two studies, one study with
10-year olds showed that performance on the forward span
correlated with activity only in the right angular gyrus, whereas the backward span elicited activity in frontal and temporal
gyri as well as the insula (Rossi et al. 2013). The second study,
with 7 to 17 year olds, showed that regardless of age the
backward digit span was related to brain areas implicated in
attention and cognitive control, whereas the forward digit span
elicited activity mainly in posterior brain regions (Yang et al.

2015). It should be noted however, both these studies did not
record brain activity while participants were performing the
digit span tasks; instead, they correlated behavioral performance with brain activity recorded during resting-state scans.
This speaks to the difficulty of administering verbal tasks in
the MR scanner, as they often require a verbal response, which
would cause excessive movement causing in turn image
distortions.
The Direction Following Task measures mental attentional
capacity in the verbal domain (Cunning 2003; Im-Bolter et al.
2006; Pascual-Leone and Johnson 2005, 2011). Children are
asked to carry out oral directions that vary in terms of mental
attentional demand. The task uses tokens of basic shapes,
colors, and sizes, as well as a simple repetitive demand (Bplace
X on Y″) to control for extraneous factors (e.g., preposition
difficulty, degree of abstractness) that load heavily on experiential learning. Children place the tokens on spaces (on a
board) that vary in color and size. Despite the broad differences between the Direction Following Task and Figural
Intersection Task, the Direction Following Task correlates
well with the Figural Intersection Task and other measures
of mental-attentional capacity (Agostino et al. 2010;
Cunning 2003; Im-Bolter et al. 2006; Morra et al. 2013;
Pascual-Leone and Johnson 2005, 2011), verifying its validity. It has been used to predict performance on children’s writing (Balioussis et al. 2012), mathematics (Agostino et al.
2010), and language competence (Im-Bolter et al. 2006).
The Direction Following Task has similar limitations as the
span tasks and the Figural Intersection Task in terms of fMRI
applicability as the child needs to make multiple head and
body movements to construct a response.
The Letter Matching Task was designed to be a verbal
counterpart of the visual spatial Color Matching Task
(Powell et al. 2014), which can be used with children in
fMRI (Vogan et al. 2016). It is a computerized, timed paradigm and children have three seconds to indicate whether
relevant letters of the current item match those of the immediately preceding one. Similar to the Color Matching Task, the
number of relevant letters needed to determine a match range
from one to six. Relevant letters are embedded in a pattern, a
global-macro letter that looks like an A. The macro-pattern A
is made up of the local, micro relevant and irrelevant letters.
Relevant letters include the letter A. This pattern provides
consistent interference because participants need to ensure
that they ignore the large configuration on every trial. The
Letter Matching Task was validated in a study with children
(7 to 16 years) and adults, showing high correlation with the
Color Matching Task (r = 0.77, p < 0.001; Powell et al. 2014).
The Letter Matching Task correlates highly with the Color
Matching Task, and although we would expect a high correlation with scores on the Direction Following Task, we do not
currently have data to directly confirm this. Results show that
mental-attentional capacity scores closely follow theoretical
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expectations at each age (Pascual-Leone 1970; Powell et al.
2014). Figure 2 illustrates the trajectories of performance on
the Letter Matching Task and how it parallels theoretically
predicted scores and those from the Color Matching Task.
An fMRI study that examined the brain correlates of the
Letter Matching Task in children (9 to 15 years) shows children activate prefrontal and parietal regions as a function of
difficulty (Vogan et al. 2016). These include bilaterally the
anterior cingulate, middle frontal gyri, and precuneus. These
results were consistent with a developmental investigation of
the Colour Matching Task that showed that children aged 7 to
13 years also linearly implicate the anterior cingulate and prefrontal cortices and the precuneus, bilaterally as a function of
difficulty (Vogan et al. 2014). In addition, solving the Colour
Matching Task also implicates the fusiform gyri, which is
consistent with adult data (Arsalidou et al. 2013).
Commonalities in brain areas observed among tasks support
the theoretical assumption of mental-attentional capacity as a
domain-general resource. However, a direct task comparison
is needed to confirm this.
The Color and Letter Matching Task have the following
characteristics in common: (a) multiple, parametrically scaled
levels of complexity that capture increases in mentalattentional capacity across development, (b) invariant need
for executive control across classes of items to ensure that
younger and older children can perform the task, (c) minimal
prior knowledge requirements as pre-training is used to ensure
that needed information is provided prior to task completion,
and (d) minimal language and conceptual requirements. Task
properties such as these also allow for culture fair assessment.
Thus far, we have highlighted a parametric approach for
assessing trajectories of cognitive growth. Unlike other child
task protocols adapted from adult measures to assess neural
activity, measures of mental-attentional capacity are paradigms designed and validated within a developmental theoretical framework (Pascual-Leone 1970, Pascual-Leone 1987;
Pascual-Leone and Johnson 2005). For instance, with the nback task we cannot predict what performance level we
should expect by a specific age group. We know that young
children have difficulty with the 1-back but 2-back is difficult
even for adults. Tasks with parametric increases in difficulty
(that are theoretically based) are lacking in the field and would
be particularly useful for developmental cognitive neuroscience (Kotsoni et al. 2006). Quantification of age-related
growth of mental-attentional capacity has implications for other fields such as education and clinical practice. Improvements
in mental attention with age are related to academic skills such
as reading and mathematics (Agostino et al. 2010); cognitive
abilities such as executive function (Im-Bolter et al. 2006; ImBolter et al. 2015a, b), intelligence (Im-Bolter et al. 2006;
Pascual-Leone and Johnson 2005), and language competence
(Im-Bolter et al. 2006). Children with different
neurodevelopmental disorders often have difficulties with

cognitive abilities such as executive function and language
and the measurement of mental-attentional capacity can increase our understanding of atypical development. In the following section we focus on two disorders that have in common deficits in language: children with language impairment
and children with epilepsy.

Atypical development: understanding limits
in mental attentional capacity
A continuing challenge in the study of atypical development is
identifying underlying mechanisms when there is a great deal
of overlap in terms of the distinguishing characteristics of
different disorders. For example, although the etiology of
children with language impairment and children with epilepsy
is quite different these two groups of children share a common
characteristic – a significant deficit in language ability. For
children with language impairment, the deficit cannot be explained by hearing loss, low nonverbal intelligence, or neurological damage. Epilepsy, however, is a neurological disorder
that involves one or more occurrences of a seizure. Below we
present data on how children with language impairment and
epilepsy underperform on quantitative measures, which serves
to highlight how their cognitive developmental level can be
assessed and compared to their typically developing peers.
Language impairment Estimates of language impairment
vary widely and range from 2 % to 20 % across preschoolers,
kindergarteners, and older children and adolescents (ImBolter and Cohen 2007; Law et al. 2000). Language impairment is typically diagnosed during the preschool years but is
sometimes not discovered until much later in childhood and
early adolescence (Cohen et al. 1998; Im-Bolter and Cohen
2007). Children with language impairment generally are believed to have a primary linguistic deficit; however, they also
exhibit nonlinguistic (Finneran et al. 2009; Im-Bolter et al.
2006; Marton 2008) and social cognitive deficits (AndrésRoqueta et al. 2013; Craig 1995; Farmer 2000; Marton et al.
2005). As a result, it has been suggested that children with
language impairment may have reduced cognitive resources
that account for their linguistic and nonlinguistic deficits
(Bishop 1992; Johnston 1992). We suggest that these reduced
cognitive resources may represent deficits in mentalattentional capacity and how mental-attentional capacity is
used and controlled.
Compared to hundreds of adult fMRI studies examining
language functions, in the past two decades there are only 39
studies examining maturation of language networks in children (see Weiss-Croft and Baldeweg 2015, for a review).
Similarly, the number of fMRI studies with children with language impairment is surprisingly small. We could only identify four fMRI studies that examined children and adolescents
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with language impairment. These studies focused on performance on language tasks (e.g., object naming, Hugdahl et al.
2004; verbal working memory, Weismer et al. 2005; word
generation from categories, De Guibert et al. 2011; auditory
covert naming, Badcock et al. 2012). Magnetic resonance imaging studies suggest structural brain anomalies in children
with language impairment in areas related to executive control
(e.g., increased asymmetry in prefrontal areas; Jernigan et al.
1991). Only one study that we know of has used fMRI to
examine working memory (with two levels of cognitive load)
in adolescents with language impairment (Weismer et al.
2005). Weismer et al. (2005) used a modified listening span
task that incorporated sentence encoding and recognition
(rather than recall) of final words with adolescents (13 years
of age) with language impairment or with normal language.
As would be expected, they found that overall performance of
the language impairment group was significantly worse than
the normal language group. fMRI showed that both groups
were comparable with respect to patterns of activation and
physiologic response; however, the language impairment
group demonstrated hypoactivation in regions associated with
attention and memory processes (Weismer et al. 2005). These
results are consistent with behavioral data that provide support
for the idea that language impairment may be the result of
domain general deficits.
Our research supports this proposal and provides evidence
that shows children with language impairment have mentalattentional capacity deficits (Im-Bolter et al. 2006). Moreover,
these deficits are not specific to the verbal domain. Compared
to their chronological age peers, who performed at theoretically expected levels, children with language impairment performed about half a unit to one unit lower across measures of
mental-attentional capacity in the visual spatial and verbal
domains (Im-Bolter et al. 2006). Such observations are possible when using tasks with parametric changes in task demand
across different domains, specifically the Figural Intersection
Task and the Direction Following Task (Im-Bolter et al. 2006).
This consistency of performance across domains suggests a
domain general rather than domain specific deficit in mental
attention. This finding is notable when we consider that the
children with language impairment showed no significance
difference in nonverbal IQ compared to their same aged peers
with typically developing language.
Epilepsy Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological
disorders in children. Children with epilepsy often
underperform on measures of language and cognitive function
(Reilly et al. 2015; Kellermann et al. 2015). Therefore, the
presence of language or cognitive impairments is a serious
consideration for health care providers and educators.
Clinically, however, these language and cognitive difficulties
are often under-recognized due to the emphasis placed on the
management of seizures. In turn, under-diagnosed language

and cognitive impairments result in lower educational
achievement, which place these children at risk for adverse
psychosocial effects. In fact, studies show that children with
epilepsy are at increased risk for academic underachievement
with 41 to 62 % of these children meeting diagnostic criteria
for at least one type of learning disability (e.g., written
expression; Dunn et al. 2010; Fastenau et al. 2008; Lee
2010). Moreover, even with good seizure control and average
intelligence, children with epilepsy have a greater risk of developing learning problems compared to their siblings without
epilepsy (Bailet and Turk 2000).
The challenge, therefore, is to understand and delineate the
relation of cognitive abilities and epileptic phenomenology.
For instance, in adults with epilepsy, fMRI studies looking
at cognitive abilities show significant reorganization of function attributed to epileptic etiology (Detre et al. 1998; Köylü
et al. 2006; Helmstaedter and Kockelmann 2006).
Reorganization of function has also been shown in children
on tasks of language production and comprehension (Datta
et al. 2013). To our knowledge only one study used different
levels of difficulty in a task to examine effects of cognitive
load in children with frontal lobe epilepsy (Braakman et al.
2013). Braakman et al. (2013) used a verbal task with three
levels of difficulty and tested children with and without frontal
lobe epilepsy (8 to 13 years). Behaviorally, children with epilepsy scored significantly lower on the verbal task than controls. fMRI showed overall brain responses of children with
epilepsy were not significantly different from typically developing children; however, these conclusions are limited since
the authors averaged brain responses across all ages and
across all difficulty levels. Despite the absence of significant
difference in fMRI activity, functional connectivity throughout the entire brain was significantly weaker for children with
epilepsy than controls (Braakman et al. 2013). No fMRI study
to date has used a parametric approach to distinguish brain
response to different levels of task demand in children with
epilepsy.
What is the mental-attentional capacity of children with
epilepsy? Would a 12 year old with epilepsy show the same
mental-attentional capacity as a typically developing peer?
How would brain indices differ? Our behavioral data indicate
that children with epilepsy not only have significantly worse
performance on language tasks compared to children without
epilepsy but also significant deficits in their mental-attentional
capacity (Im-Bolter et al. 2015b). However, unlike children
with language impairment who show comparable mentalattentional capacity across domains, children with epilepsy
show disproportionate difficulty on the mental-attentional capacity measure in the language domain. Children with epilepsy were about 1.5 units lower on the visual spatial measure of
mental-attentional capacity, but three units lower on the verbal
measure of mental-attentional capacity. It should be noted that
children with and without epilepsy did not differ with respect
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to their nonverbal IQ. This suggests that parametric measurement may be more sensitive in detecting such differences,
particularly for visual spatial features. Despite the importance
of verbal and nonverbal information processing during
development, the few fMRI studies in children with epilepsy
are restricted mainly to paradigms of language.
Behavioral data provide important information about the
psychological functioning of children with atypical development; however, they do not allow for the tracking of ongoing
processes as functional neuroimaging does. Therefore, it is
important to have tasks that can be used behaviorally and with
neuroimaging. This is particularly applicable, for instance, for
pre-surgical evaluations of children with epilepsy where fMRI
is the most used clinical application (Freilich and Gaillard
2010), as it replaces the need for more invasive options.
Tasks such as the Color and the Letter Matching Task that
adhere to parametric methodology and can be administered with fMRI lend themselves for assessing cognitive
abilities in children with language impairment and with
epilepsy.

Benefits of parametric measures: valuable
neuroimaging tools
Tasks that work well behaviorally and with neuroimaging,
such as the Color and Letter Matching Task, can be valuable
tools for assessing brain-behavioral trajectories across typical
and atypical development. Having well constructed measures,
based on developmental theory, that can be administered behaviorally and with fMRI have a number of benefits that are
critical for developmental cognitive neuroscience:
1. Allows for assessment of individuals with variable performance capabilities. Increasing levels of difficulty with
invariant executive requirements allows for measuring
cognitive limitations across development. Young children
can successfully complete easy levels, whereas older children can progressively attain higher levels.
2. Provides the same scaling (e.g., number of difficulty
levels, number of trials, trial length) and same metric
(i.e., comparable score) across visual spatial and verbal
domains. Presentation sequence, difficulty levels, and
timing are exactly the same for both the Color and
Letter Matching Task. Common scaling and metric eliminates several methodological confounds. This is particularly important for assessing cognitive abilities across specific domains in atypical populations. In principle, children with difficulties in one domain but not another
should perform worse only in the domain they have difficulty; however, this may not always be the case. On
behavioral tests a child’s score reflects the outcome of
the interaction between domain-general resources and

domain-specific representations. The degree to which a
child underperforms may differ across different domains.
For instance, a child with problems in the verbal domain
may score two levels below children without problems in
a verbal task but one level below in a visual spatial task.
3. Offers concurrent collection of behavioral and functional
neuroimaging data in populations with restricted capabilities. As time is valuable for children and their families, a
single task, such as the Color or Letter Matching Task, can
generate interpretable behavioral and neuroimaging indices. For example, the Letter Matching Task can provide
an estimate of the child’s mental-attentional capacity and
brain correlates of mental-attentional capacity when administered with fMRI.
4. Allows for construction of additional difficulty levels in a
task with simple manipulations. Parametric task difficulty
with constant executive requirements allows for the construction of many graded levels of difficulty. For example,
the executive requirement for the Letter Matching Task is
to identify whether the letters are the same or different
between criterion and target; this does not change regardless of difficulty level. Instead, task difficulty is simply
manipulated by varying the number of letters that must be
compared.
5. Permits for a variety of statistical analysis options of brain
responses as a function of age. Multiple levels of difficulty
provide several options of statistically analyzing brain responses. For example:
a. Brain activity within an age group can be examined as
a function of difficulty across six levels. Whether the
relation is linear or quadratic may vary on brain regions and performance level.
b. Brain responses can be assessed based on performance, such as items within the mental-attentional
capacity limits of the individual child. If a child who
is 9 years old scores a mental-attentional capacity of 4
(as expected theoretically) then only trials with a
mental-attentional demand of 4 and lower should be
considered in the analyses. If a child who is 9 years
old scores a mental-attentional capacity of 3 then only
trials with a mental-attentional demand of 3 and lower
should be considered in the analyses.
c. Brain responses can be analysed based on purely theoretical expectations for each age group and across
age groups.
6. Provides options for direct contrasts of difficulty levels
across domains. For instance, we can examine whether
brain responses to difficulty level 4 in the visual-spatial
task significantly differ from brain responses of difficulty
level 4 in the verbal domain.
7. Allows for comparison of within child performance.
Quantification of mental-attentional capacity allows
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comparisons to be made to the child’s previous performance and to theoretical developmental expectations.
Unlike IQ scores that compare an individual’s performance to a normative sample, mental attentionalcapacity measures parametrically assess cognitive abilities that identify latent differences in performance. Ageappropriate level is provided by theoretical expectation
(rather than derived empirically), whereas performanceappropriate level is individualized to a child. For instance,
for a child who scores 3 at age 9, which is a unit below the
theoretical expectation, any future performance improvements can be gauged by that score. This way, intervention
protocols can be customized to each child’s developmental level.
Overall, quantitative methodology in parametric designs
allows for a better contrast between brain-behavioral relations
and can provide new insights into how these mechanisms are
compromised in children with developmental difficulties.
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